
Abstract—In today’s world, the term serious game is becom-
ing more and more popular since these games have a purpose of
engaging the user and contributing to the achievement of a spe-
cific goal other than pure entertainment games. Serious gaming
has high potential and power to transfer knowledge and edu-
cate people. Serious games are applied to a large spectrum of
application areas ranging from military, government to health-
care. Also, researchers found out that serious gaming is a po-
tential tool in order to enable young people to understand the
complexity of sustainability and energy conservation topics and
stimulate the energy saving attitudes and behaviors and arising
energy conservation awareness in a fun way. This study pur-
poses  to disseminate energy  culture via developing a serious
game for university students. Thus, the paper focuses on seri-
ous gaming with a broad range of aspects including the need of
serious gaming in various sectors and its benefit for behavior
change and its effects on energy culture. While developing the
game, the conceptual framework which is called as ‘Design Pat-
tern Library’ is  considered.  Description  and the  flow  of  the
game are determined and the game is played between students.
Results obtained by this study will enlighten both researchers
and game design experts in terms of disseminating energy cul-
ture via serious gaming.

Index Terms—Serious Gaming, Energy Culture, Behavioral
Change

I. INTRODUCTION

T IS known that the idea of playing a game has emerged
since the ancient past and it is still on going as an integral

part of today’s world. The Dice game which is one of the
oldest games discovered by humans is known to be set 3000
years ago in South Iran (as cited in Laamarti et al., 2014).
Games are  played  according  to  a set  of  established  rules,
played out within a specific time frame and a place with a
player  or  a  group  of  players.  Indeed,  games  have  always
been powerful to affect people’s lives in many aspects and
still  games  have  huge  power  on  people  wherever  in  the
world.  It is known that games have power to bring people
all  together  from 7 to 70 and socialize.  It  is  claimed that
games are even powerful in revealing and building people’s
characters  (Michael  et  al.,  2006)  Most importantly, games
have power to teach, to educate and to train.   Since most
games are claimed to have a primary purpose of entertain-
ment, enjoyment and fun way to pass the time or interact
with  other  players,  serious  games  are  distinguished  with
their serious purposes. IDATE pointed out three main princi-
ples of serious games: delivering a message, providing train-
ing and enabling the exchange of information (2010). These

I

principles  briefly  show that  serious  games have a goal  to
transmit a message with a serious purpose, to improve the
users’ cognitive and/or motor skills via trainings and to pro-
vide  an  environment  for  flow of  data  between  users.  Be-
sides, Knol and Vries supported that serious gaming is a po-
tential tool in order to enable young people to understand
the  complexity  of  sustainability  and  energy  conservation
topics and stimulate the energy saving attitudes and behav-
iors and arising energy conservation awareness in a fun way
(2011). Most importantly, these serious games are explicitly
designed to encourage behavioral change. As this study aims
to disseminate energy culture via serious gaming, the next
part  consists of literature review on serious gaming.  Also,
sample games that  aim to change  energy  related behavior
patterns  are  analyzed.  The  third  part  explains  how  the
methodology  works  for  developing  a  serious  game.  The
game board and the flow of the game ‘Enopoly’ is given in
the fourth part.  The fifth part discusses the results of the
game and gives suggestions for further studies. This study
aims to contribute both researchers and game developers.

II. LITERATURE REVIEW

A. Serious Gaming in Various Sectors

There is a growing evidence that some people responds
better to “playful” kind of formats of information feedback
and this is why the serious gaming trend raises by using dig-
ital games for learning, simulation and demonstration (Wood
et al., 2014). Inevitably, the serious game sector is showing
significant  growth  in  the  medium  term.  According  to
IDATE’s Serious Gaming Market and Data Report (2010), it
is stated that serious gaming is an attractive sector and the
players in the sector are grouped into 4 categories as seen on
the figure below: Traditional software sector players, groups
of investors, intermediate players and the targeted sectors.

The report  emphasized on targeted  sectors  category are
mainly consisted of healthcare, teaching and training, infor-
mation communication promotion,  defense and civil  secu-
rity.  Indeed,  there  is  a  wider  segmentation  since  serious
gaming applications  can  be used in any sectors.  To begin
with healthcare sector, it is remarked that sector specific as-
pects are broad and serious games is widely used from mar-
keting  of  medication  brands  to  provide  medical  trainings.
While some of these applications are used for medical pur-
poses such as helping with diagnosis, preventing illnesses,
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others offer training, fitness, physiotherapy and also adver-
tising.  To discuss the role of serious games in teaching and
training sector, these games carried a large spectrum of aims
such as teaching social science and physical science, man-
agement skills, foreign languages, team building skills etc.
Thus, the games are not only presented to general public but
also enterprises  such  as  training  specialist,  manufacturers,
military etc. Thirdly, public information and business com-
munication  sector  is  taken  into  consideration  and  it  re-
marked that these games are used as an instrument to inform
and communicate.  When sector-specific  serious games are
analyzed, the purposes of past applications were diversified
such as learning about renewable energy sources, promoting
real  estates,  increasing  awareness  of  flood  protection  and
prevention policies etc. Finally, serious games that are de-
voted to defense and civil security sector are analyzed. It is
found out that mainly, three features of serious games are
used in military games: serving as recruitment tool, show-
casing the armed forces and serving as training tool for mili-
tary staff. 

B. Sample Games in Energy and Sustainability Field

Bertoldi et al., asserted that intelligent education of young
people which focuses on increasing awareness of the role of
energy in societal level and household level and influences
their energy related attitudes play an important role in terms
of  stimulating  household  energy  conservation  (as  cited  in
Knol  and  Vries,  2000).  Therefore,  there  has  been  many
projects devoted energy efficiency, sustainability and renew-
able  energy  across  the  Europe  and  the  serious  gaming is
considered  as  an  innovative  educational  concept  to  reach
young  people.  Compared  to  traditional  educational  tools,
Bennet et al. asserted that serious gaming has higher poten-
tial because today’s young people prefer visual information
to textual, like to play games, are adapted and oriented to
multiple media channels and highly active on social network
sites (as cited in Knol and Vries, 2008). According to study
of Grossberg et al., 53 games that all have the purpose of in-
fluencing behavior around energy efficiency and sustainabil-
ity have been analyzed and it is found out that these serious

games covered a wide range of solutions such as recycling,
alternative energy, energy saving, utility efficiency etc. It is
found out that these games are providing such common fea-
tures like clear  goals and rules,  a compelling study, quick
feedback  and  achievable  short-term  challenging  tasks  (as
cited in Grossberg et al., 2015). In the study, ‘Cool Choices’
which is a is a nonprofit sustainability-focused serious game
that  is  used  in  workplaces  and  schools  and  ‘EnerCities’
game which aims to reach out young people, especially sec-
ondary school students to alert and increase their awareness
around energy saving and renewable energy are analyzed.

C. Serious Games for Changing Behavior

All in all, there are such actions required to take by indi-
viduals for energy efficiency and sustainability aspects and
these actions are highly related to characteristics of individu-
als such as age, gender, preferences and attitudes. Therefore,
serious games are recommended to change these behavioral
patterns of people. It’s stated that these games are used to
support  players  in  decision  making,  learning  and  aim  to
change behaviors  whether  the game is played  by a single
user or multiple users (Wood et al., 2014). To influence the
occurrence or frequency of certain set of behaviors, empiri-
cal techniques are designed under applied behavior analysis
(ABA) which is also called behavior modification (Due et
al., 2014). According to researchers, behavior modification
has  been  proven  to  be  effective  in  different  set  of  fields
ranging  from health,  education  to  energy.  However,  these
behavior modification methods are widely criticized in terms
of resulting in unwanted side effects such as growing emo-
tional disorders due to the punishments, arising hatred be-
cause of feeling of being manipulated through positive rein-
forcement and so on. Furthermore, these procedures of im-
plementing  behavior  modification  have  been  criticized  by
some researchers because a specific level of training is re-
quired and these trainings are time consuming and the pro-
cedures are not practical in terms of aligning with real life.
In contrast to behavior modification which is made through
imposing or removing a certain stimulus to lead behavioral
change, serious games are claimed to achieve same results
by creating an engaging  experience using the elements  of
game Moreover, serious games relate such habit changes to
positive emotional feedback and encourage positive behav-
ior  change  in  a  pleasant  and  playful  way  (Schuller  et
al., 2013)

III. METHODOLGY

Serious games can be of any genre, use any game tech-
nologies and be developed for any platforms (Kankaanranta
et al., 2009). Serious games have common points with other
games  in  term of  owning  its  rules,  accepting  input  from
players, simulating behaviors and providing feedback within
the context of the rules and behaviors (Michael et al., 2006).
Therefore, design and development issues of serious games
and entertainment games have similarities. Nevertheless, the
primary design criteria in serious games highly differs since
it is not “fun” but a serious purpose such as training, teach-
ing etc. Thus, these games are more concerned with whether

Fig 1. Categories of players involved in Serious Gaming
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or what the game is teaching and how the players can actu-
ally apply these learnt objects in the real life. It is discussed
that serious games may be more entertaining but less capa-
ble in terms of knowledge acquisition if these were only de-
signed by game developers.  On the other hand, teacher or
trainers might design such games that are powerful through
educational purposes but these games would be lacking in
motivating and engaging players (Marne et al., 2012). Thus,
it is claimed that the conceptual framework which is called
as ‘Design Pattern Library’ is created to facilitate the coop-
eration between various stakeholders in design stages of se-
rious games.  The stakeholders  are  grouped into two cate-
gories:  the  pedagogical  experts  and  game  experts.  While
pedagogical  experts  include  educators,  knowledge  engi-
neers, trainers and domain specialists; game experts consist
of  game  developers,  level  designers,  game  producers,
graphic and sound designers and so on (Marne et al., 2012).
Therefore, six facets of the conceptual framework are used
in the study and each facet is described by its title, a serious
game design problem and a general solution and its experts.
According to Marne et al.’s study, the six facets of the con-
ceptual framework are given as: Pedagogical objectives, do-
main simulation, interactions with the simulation, problems
and progression, decorum and conditions of use (2012). In-
deed, the model helps to assign right experts to each of the
six design areas of the serious games.

Briefly, pedagogical objectives aim to define the pedagog-
ical content of the serious game and its general solution is to
specify the knowledge model of the domain and educational
purposes. The second facet, domain simulation, handles the
problem of how to respond consistently the correct and in-
correct actions taken by game players within a specific cer-
tain context. Thirdly, interactions with the simulation defines
how to the engage the players when they are allowed to in-
teract with the simulator. The forth facet, which is problems
and  progression,  deals  with  which  problems  to  give  the
players to solve and in which order these problems should
be arranged.  Decorum defines  the types  of  multimedia or
fun components of the game, that are not related to the do-

main  simulation,  to  foster  the  player  motivation.  Finally,
condition of use aims to define where, when, how and with
whom the game is played.

IV. THE GAME

A. Game Description

The  ‘Enopoly’  game  aims  to  increase  energy  saving
knowledge of students, to inspire them in terms of initiating
energy-related projects in the campus and to increase their
desire to continue a career path in energy sector. The game is
developed as a board game and it takes place in the main
campus of Istanbul Technical University as part of its sce-
nario.  As  part  of  the  scenario,  players  are  granted  with
€1250 by the school rectorate and they aim to invest energy
saving projects most wisely. The player who has the highest
value of invested projects at the end of the game is selected
as winner. The energy saving initiatives and projects at the
campus  are:  Water  purification  system at  the lake,  energy
conservation  planting,  bicycle  stations,  recycling  center,
campus farming, solar panels and wind turbines. Also, there
are traditional buildings to invest  such as dorm buildings,
ITU Teknokent and Culture and Arts Union building. 

Throughout  the  game,  students  are  picking  game cards
when they land to specific areas and they lose or earn money
based on scenarios  related to their being investor of these
projects. These areas are specified as below:

Green Reward: Player  landing on Green Reward space
collects €50 if she/he has investments in blue, green or yel-
low areas.

Think Tank: Players landing on Think Tank space lose a
turn. During the turn, she/he must generate an energy-saving
idea for the campus and share it with other places. Project
ideas are pinned to the campus map which is on the game
board.

Energy Fact:  Players landing on the Energy Fact space
must pick up a ‘Energy Fact Card’ and read it out. 

Fig 2. Six Facets of Conceptual Framework
Fig 3. The Game Board
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Environment: Players  landing  on  Environment  space
must pick up an ‘Environment Card’ and read it out.  The
player then either collects money from the bank or pays a
fine.

Also, players landing on certain areas must pay a charge
to the investor that is specified on investor card. Moreover,
players earn more if they invest to same colored projects or
if  they have LEED certification  investment  for  traditional
buildings.

B. Game Flow

Fig 5. First Part of Game Flow

V. CASE STUDY

The game was first played with 10 different students in a
classroom and the player groups were composed of 3 to 4
students. Before playing the game, a survey was handled to
the students. Therefore, students responded to survey ques-
tions without knowing the concept of the game. The reason
why students were not introduced to the game was to mini-
mize  any  bias  effects.  With  these  survey  questions,  it’s
aimed  to  measure  students’  current  knowledge,  concerns,
motivations about  energy-related topics,  projects  and jobs.
As  certain  knowledge,  concerns  and  intrinsic  motivations
lead  behavioral  patterns  of  individuals,  the  survey  results
will be used to measure players’ current situation. After the
collecting pre-game survey answers, group of students were

introduced to the Enopoly game. At the end of the game, af-
ter-game  survey  questions  were  handled  to  players.  With
these survey questions, it’s aimed to measure game’s effect
on  players  about  their  knowledge,  concerns,  motivations
about  energy-related  topics.  Therefore,  a  comparison  be-
tween survey results before and after playing the game will
be  used  as  an  indicator  to  analyze  effect  of  the  game on
players

Fig 4. Sample Game Cards (Energy Fact, Environment, Investor and
LEED cards in order)

Fig 6. Second Part of Game Flow

TABLE 1
COMPARISON OF SURVEY RESULTS

Pre-Game 
Results

After-Game 
Results

Mean Std. 
Dev.

Mean Std.
Dev.

Interest in learning 
about energy saving 
and sustainability 4.3 1.05 4.4 0.51
Awareness about 
lowering energy 
usage as an 
individual 4 0.66 4.5 0.52
Awareness about 
responsibility to 
initiate energy 
saving projects at 
campus 3.6 0.96 4.4 0.69
Concerns about 
environment 4.7 0.48 4.4 0.51
Consideration of a 
career path in energy
sector 2.8 1.03 3.4 0.96
Desire to get a job in
energy sector 3.2 0.63 3.6 0.84
Desire to initiate 
energy saving 
projects 3.6 0.84 4.1 0.73
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VI. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

By taking  pre-game and  after-game survey  results  into
consideration, a comparison is made to measure the effect of
Enopoly game on players. According to the results, it’s seen
that  players’  interest  in  learning  about  energy  saving  and
sustainability increased slightly and awareness about lower-
ing energy usage as individual increased considerably from
4 to 4.5.  As the game aims to stimulate the awareness and
attitude of university students relating to energy saving and
sustainability,  the  results  were  positively  aligned  with  it.
Also, players’ awareness about their responsibility to initiate
energy  saving  projects  at  campus  has  risen  dramatically
from 3.6 to 4.4. Throughout the game play, it was observed
that players  highly enjoyed Think-Tank space as they had
opportunity to voice campus energy-saving ideas with other
players and have such discussions.

Players  indicated that  they are already concerned  about
environment  at the before the game play. Therefore,  there
has not been significant change related to concerns.  Addi-
tionally, players  proved a higher  motivation and desire  to
follow a career path in energy sector after playing the game.
Also, the game stimulated players’ desires to initiate energy
saving projects; there has been a significant increase from
3.6 to 4.1 at the end of the game. It is found that in contrast
to behavior modification which is made through imposing or
removing a certain stimulus to lead behavioral change, seri-
ous games are powerful to achieve same results by creating
an engaging experience using the elements of game. Also, it
is claimed that serious games relate such habitual changes to
positive emotional feedback and encourage positive behav-
ior  change in  a pleasant  and  playful  way (Schuller  et  al.,
2013) According to the players’ feedbacks and observations,
Enopoly game made such engaging experience to the play-
ers with energy saving and sustainability topics in a playful
way. Also, data analyses and student reflections shown that
Enopoly has such a power to effect players’ knowledge, mo-
tivation  and  intrinsic  desires  on  energy-  related  topics,
projects and jobs.
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